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Chapter: 378
Lin Feng’s worries were not justified. Since Lin Ziming was expelled from
the Lin family, Lin Zihao has been the best child of the Lin family and has
become an absolute core figure. Although the current head of the family is
Lin Shanhe, Lin Zihao’s methods are so powerful that Lin Shanhe has
always cultivated Lin Zihao as his successor, and his love for Lin Zihao
even exceeds that of his biological son Lin Shaoang. If no accident, the next
head of the Lin family will be Lin Zihao’s.
Lin Ziming walked out of the room and looked into the distance. His eyes
became long and deep, and he did not answer Lin Feng positively. Instead,
he said, “There are some gaps that cannot be compensated by external
factors.”
I don’t know why, when Lin Feng saw Lin Ziming’s indifferent appearance
at this moment, he suddenly became full of confidence in Lin Ziming.
Perhaps, the second master really has a way to defeat the eldest master?
…………
After Tang Chenghong came out of the Tingfeng Pavilion, he let out a
terrible roar, “Grass!!!”
His wild roar shocked the passers-by and looked at him displeasedly. Two
young men who seemed to be quite rich complained about him and were
immediately caught by his bodyguards. , Slapped a few times, and ran away
dingy, knowing that he had provoked someone who shouldn’t be offended.
Tang Chenghong gritted his teeth now, clenched his fists, his face was
flushed, and his eyes also exuded monstrous anger, looking particularly
hideous and scary.
He turned around and said fiercely to these people: “You are not allowed to
say a word about what happened just now, you know! Otherwise, you know
my temper.”
Everyone shuddered, and shook their heads hurriedly, saying that they
would not say anything about the death.
Tang Chenghong’s expression looked better now. He got into the car, his
eyes burst with unprecedented coldness and anger, and gritted his teeth and
said: “Lin Ziming, you damn it! Wait, you won’t be surnamed Tang if I am
immortal!”
Tang Chenghong had never suffered such humiliation. Thinking of what
happened just now, Tang Chenghong felt extremely uncomfortable, and his
chest exploded.
He swears in his heart that he must take revenge and return the shame Lin
Ziming inflicted on him just now ten times a hundred times!
However, thinking of the coercion that Lin Ziming had brought him just
now, he couldn’t help but shudder, and he had lingering fears. He had
already planted the seeds of fear for Lin Ziming. He thought for a while and
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decided to tell Lin Zi what had just happened. Hao, file a complaint with Lin
Zihao, let Lin Zihao take action and avenge him.
Whoosh!
An arrow shot from the bow and arrow at a very fast speed. Almost instantly,
it hit a wild boar running tens of meters away. It hit the wild boar’s neck and
fell to the ground.
“Master is mighty!”
“Master is awesome!”
“So handsome!!”
“Alas……”
With a burst of applause, Lin Zihao put down his bow and arrow and
showed a satisfied smile. He was in a good mood today and came to
Fengcheng to hunt.
Lin Zihao is a person with violent blood flowing in his bones. He especially
enjoys the feeling of his prey falling to the ground, and he will have a strong
sense of pride!
Just as he rode over and was about to pick up the prey, a jeep drove up
quickly and quickly stopped beside him. Three people jumped out of the car.
One of them was full of humiliation and humiliation. Angrily Tang
Chenghong, his eyes became red when he got out of the car, and he walked
quickly to Lin Zihao and said grievously: “Cousin, I was beaten by Lin
Ziming. You have to be the master for me!”
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